acquainted at this time, if not before, with Pitcairne's cases and with the Italian iatromechanists, especially Borelli and Bellini, whom the physician was studying deeply. Gregory received a copy of Newton's Principia soon after its publication in July 1687, and he immediately began his commentary on it, the massive Notae in Newtoni Principia, with which Pitcairne was therefore well acquainted.8
In 1688, Pitcairne issued his first publication, an essay entitled, Solutio problematis de historicis; seu de inventoribus dissertatio, which contains some hints of his new theory of medicine, sparked by his study of Newton. It was accompanied by a first fruit of Gregory's study of Newton, his account of his new method of quadratures. Neither Gregory nor Pitcaime mentioned Newton by name, however.9 Pitcairne had been greatly impressed by the work of Borelli and Bellini, especially the latter's De urinis et pulsibus (1683), which he continued to cite frequently. Newton's mathematical physics, which far surpassed Borelli's in sophistication, inspired Pitcairne in his search for a mathematical medicine both by its method and by its conclusions.'0
Most medical men regarded the discovery of the circulation of the blood as the greatest scientific event of the seventeenth century, leading to a reformation of all physiological theory. In the Solutio, Pitcaime dealt with the claims of a certain M.
Dacier, who asserted that Hippocrates had known all along about the theory of the circulation. Such a claim was not new. Pitcaime's defence of Harvey's priority in the discovery ofthe theory ofcirculation emphasizes the modernity of Harvey's method in making that discovery. Although Harvey had been generally regarded and admired as an experimentalist, Pitcairne claimed that his method, which he extolled as the true method ofscience, was not experimental but mathematical. Alluding to Borelli's use of mathematical method in biology, and perhaps also to Newton's method in the Principia, Pitcairne commented: "We ought to make a nice Distinction between those things which are demonstrated by their own Evidence, and those that are so by the Light ofother things, that is, between such things whose Evidence is such, that when we have once understood their Proofs, we cannot conceive them to be otherwise; and those things which are neither demonstrated from themselves, nor other things." Harvey's discovery fell into the former category; and Pitcairne implied that a true demonstration must be mathematical in form, as indeed, he asserted, his own treatise was. Although one "of a moderate Skill in the Elements of Geometry" could reason wrongly, the result of such reasoning would be "plainly opposite to all the Principles of that Science". Because Hippocrates did not understand the true method of sciencegeometry-he could not have discovered the circulation, Pitcairne concluded, quite 7 Pitcairne later told Richard Mead that he had been lodging with Gregory in 1687 apart from textual evidence that he did not do so. " The Solutio amounted to a harsh attack on the prevailing Hippocratic doctrines and methods. Originally he intended to accompany it with the Epistola Archimedis ad regem Gelonem, a savage satire of the Scots Presbyterians and medical methodists, rather than with Gregory's mathematical treatise. Even when published alone, the Solutio, which Pitcairne may have delivered as one of the monthly discourses at the Royal College of Physicians of Edinburgh, could not have been very palatable to its physicians, Hippocratic or otherwise.12
To Pitcairne, as to other iatromechanists of the period, secretion provided the best physiological example for mechanistic explanation. In his memoranda, Gregory provided a succinct outline of Pitcairne's ideas on this topic. At about the same time as his friend moved to Leiden, Gregory accepted the Savilian professorship of astronomy at Oxford. Among the prerequisites for the chair was the possession of a doctoral degree; he chose to take an MD, which required a set of theses on a text of Galen. Perhaps referring to these theses, Gregory wrote in his memoranda, "if it be necessary that I emitt Theses at Act. I am resolved to have them de secretione Animali. and for that Cause to look over Wharton de glandulis, Coles de secretione Animali, Bayle, and Willis if they have written any thing or any thing thats newer, to destroy the parts indifferently figured as naively geometrical and either to establish the mutual attraction of homogeneous Bodys, or the meer different bigness of pores and for the ancient termes to read Senerti institutiones medicinae."'13 In the event, Gregory perhaps decided that such a task was too arduous, for the theses submitted were drawn from his Edinburgh lectures on optics and did not mention secretion.14 A few months later, however, secretion played a prominent role in Pitcairne's inaugural lecture at Leiden in April 1692. The predominant error of current medical thinking, he said, was the interpretation of secretion; and this error was based on faulty scientific method, as he had stated in the Solutio. He rejected the search for ultimate causes pursued by the "philosophical sects": "Our knowledge of Things is confined to the Relations they bear to one another, and the Laws and Properties of Powers, which enable them to produce changes in some things, and to become altered by other things." It is possible that these "Powers" (vires) were forces similar to what he could have inferred from Newton's essay 'De natura acidorum'; he had met with Newton only two months earlier. Pitcairne's inflammatory lecture was received with great applause at Leiden; on the same day, the university governors voted to increase his salary.'9 He wasted no time in fulfilling his promise to place medicine on the track of scientific respectability. In a series of "dissertations" presented and published at Leiden in 1693, he presented his new "iatromathematics" in which he paired Bellini and Newton in a slightly uneasy union. These dissertations were "exercitii gratia", staged performances at which selected students responded to the master's exposition. They supplemented those Pitcairne read as professor, and unlike the statutory lectures, the dissertations were rushed into print.20 Andrew Cunningham has stated that the dissertations "constituted a progressive, chapter by chapter, demolition of Cartesian explanations and their replacement by what Pitcairne believed to be Newtonian ones."21 Cunningham, in his excellent account of the Edinburgh fever debates of the 1690s in which Pitcairne played a prominent role, is perhaps too willing to take Pitcairne's self-evaluation as a Newtonian at face value. It is true that, much as Pitcairne admired Bellini, his dissertations offered several criticisms of the Italian school of iatromechanism. But when Bellini and Newton disagreed, Pitcairne did not invariably choose Newton, at least not the Newton of 'De natura acidorum'.
He delivered the first of these dissertations, 'On the circulation of the blood through the minutest vessels of the body', in January 1693. It was published, in Leiden, the following June. Pitcaime opened with the standard assertion that the circulation of the blood was the key to life. Once more, Harvey assumed the mantle of the first iatromathematician. As Pitcairne had earlier hinted, and as Bellini had emphasized, secretion was the critical effect ofthe circulation. He wrote: "For the Circulation ofthe Blood is not more necessary for the Preservation of Life, than its perpetual Supplies of the Secretion of abundance of Fluids, and its Disposal ofthem into different Parts; and the Causes ofmost Diseases are to be look'd for in the Disorder ofthis Secretion, either as it is encreased or diminished."22
In his explanation of the mechanism of secretion Pitcairne rejected in turn the explanations of Willis, the Helmontian iatrochemists, and the Cartesian mechanists, including Bellini, because, he said, all contradicted the central fact of circulation. The notion that fluids were separated from the blood in secretion-as all current theories required-was problematic in the context of a circulating blood: "Altho' moreover many Fluids are separated from the Blood, which are never restored to it again, and so cannot be said to circulate; yet there is a Necessity for some Motion Newton had described the hierarchical nature of visible matter, which was composed of molecules of ascending orders of magnitude and complexity, in several passages in 'De natura acidorum'.28 Pitcairne followed this description, but he seems to have been reluctant to define the nature ofthe cohesion ofthese clusters of particles. He implied a non-mechanical cohesion in the passage above, since the mere force of the heart could not break it; but he never stated this unequivocally. Nor did he follow Newton in claiming the existence of a sociability between the pore and the fluid; such a relationship he at most implied.
Pitcairne's objection to such a multiplication of entities as attractive forces entailed was strictly methodological, and the method employed was, he believed, Newton's own. The Scot had described this method in his inaugural lecture. In the dissertation 'On the circulation of the blood .. .', his demonstration of his own theory and his attempts to refute rival explanations rested almost entirely on logical grounds. He disproved the strainer theory, as we have seen, on the grounds of mathematical improbability. Following the lead of Borelli, Pitcairne presented mathematical method as the only certain method in dealing with submicroscopic entities, such as the unobserved and, in contemporary conditions, unobservable particles of the blood. In his essay, Pitcairne noted that the laws ofhydraulics dictated that the secretory tubules be cylindrical, thereby overturning a major component of the competing theory. But his main argument was logical: "And this Simplicity, and those few Postulata's which distinguish our Hypothesis, is a genuine Evidence of that Truth, which the Greatest and Best Geometrician had been pleased to affix to it." The greatest and best geometrician was probably God, but he mentioned Newton a few lines down. He attributed to Newton the "geometrical method" of the first 'Hypothesis' of the Principia: the simplest explanation-in Pitcairne's case, one shape of secretory orifice rather than several-was best.29
Pitcairne went on to praise medicine for its amenability to geometry, and elaborated his own theory of secretion which featured numerical proportions to demonstrate an essentially mechanistic scheme. In avoiding the use of occult attractions for which he had castigated the chemists, he turned to yet another mechanism. He divided the secretions into "grosser" and "thinner" fluids which passed through appropriately sized, rather than shaped, orifices. He required that the "Number and Bulk" of the 27 Pitcairne, op. cit., note 11 above, pp. 43-44. vessels leading to larger orifices be in such a proportion to those of smaller orifices that all the thinner fluids could not pass at once through the larger passages. This was much less precise, and certainly as open to question, as the Cartesians' geometrical spaces, but Pitcairne added something which the Cartesian theory could not allow: the arteries secreted the thinner fluids, the veins the grosser.30 Pitcairne's "iatromathematics" allowed him, in the dissertation 'On the circulation of the blood', to reject other theories of secretion. He concluded that secretion could only depend on the sizes of the secretory "pores" and not on their shapes, and that these sizes could only be very generally classified as "larger" or "smaller". He could not state more with accuracy on the basis of mathematical proportion and probability, but his conclusion told the reader little about physiology. Therefore he went on to add the detail that the veins and arteries separated the grosser and thinner fluids respectively. He made no attempt at this time to confirm this statement with, for example, measurement of the diameters of the corresponding vessels. His characterization of Harvey indicates that experiment and indeed precise measurement were not major aspects of his scientific method.
'On the circulation of the blood' was the most "Newtonian" of Pitcairne's dissertations at Leiden, and the "Newtonianism" consisted primarily of methodological references and secondarily of references to Newton's hierarchical theory of matter. In the second dissertation, 'Upon the motion which reduces the aliment in the stomach to a form proper for the supply of the blood', delivered in April 1693, he rejected well-known iatrochemical explanations of digestion in favour of a strictly mechanistic account in which the muscular motion of the stomach transformed food into chyle without chemical additions. Digestion, said Pitcairne, was not a transmutation, and he referred in passing to Newton's 'Hypothesis III" to define true transmutation. Pitcairne again supported his argument with logic rather than experiment. He sought "a proper Cause ... the most simple and natural force." In Newtonian fashion, he did not comment on the origins of that force which caused the motion of the stomach. Such a motion, he believed, provided a far simpler explanation than one involving chemical ferments; therefore, by his methodological dicta, it must be the correct explanation.31
His two last Leiden dissertations, delivered in April and June of 1693, were much more conventionally mechanistic and made no reference to Newton. Internal evidence suggests Pitcaime may have written them between 1683 and 1687 and recycled them following the success of his earlier efforts. In these dissertations, as in those earlier delivered, he emphasized his methodological differences with other physicians, and once more, Occam's razor was his primary logical tool. As before, he suspected all chemical explanations of submicroscopic events and rejected hypothetical entities such as ferments.32 30 Ibid., pp. 56-57.
The regular lectures Pitcairne delivered at Leiden as professor in 1692-3 were only published in 1717.33 In the first of these, he succinctly outlined the theory of matter which underlay his dissertations in the course of refuting current Cartesian theories. Newton's influence is apparent, but this was not the Newtonian matter theory of the Opticks of a decade hence. Rather, Pitcairne formulated his own notion, drawing on the Principia and 'De natura acidorum'. Following the methodological rules of his dissertations, he would make, he said, only mathematically verifiable statements, and he did not comment on the relationship between such statements and physical reality. He based his first proposition, that matter is infinitely divisible, on geometrical principles. He went on to state as axiomatic several basic tenets of Newtonian physics: although motion must exist, it is not innate to matter; inertial states are preserved; all bodies are heavy. Equal specific gravity of two bodies, he added, indicated "the like number of equal parts" between the two; "those Bodies which do not equally gravitate under the same Dimensions, do not contain the same number of equal Portions of Matter." From this Pitcairne concluded, with Newton, that "an Etherial subtle Matter filling the Pores of all Bodies, and freely passing thro' them, is a mere figment."34 Medicine, said Pitcairne, could no longer rely upon Hippocratic empiricism; he agreed with the Cartesian mechanists that medicine must include the application of correct scientific theory. He concluded, however, "I do advise indeed all diligently to consider the Principles of the Cartesian Philosophy, and to compare them with those of Democritus, so far as Geometry will conduct them ... as a Qualification for the Study of medicine, I rather recommend an Acquaintance with the Mathematicks, than with the Philosophy which is now so much in Esteem."35 He embodied the success of such a course of study.
Yet having dismissed Descartes, Pitcairne did not fully welcome Newton in his place. Attractions had no role in his mechanistic scheme of physiology. The heartbeat, the cause ofcirculation, furnished his central mechanism; the blood was only alive while it circulated, and all body functions derived from it. The body was composed of "Canals and Fluids", and the hydraulics of this arrangement provided the proper realm of physic. His method dictated his theory; since only measurable, geometrizable objects existed, Pitcairne rejected as a hypothetical entity anything not potentially measurable, whether or not he actually performed any measurement. He attributed "temperaments", for example, to changes in the canals and fluids, thereby making them measurable, real attributes. It followed that he rejected all chemical explanations. "Innate heat" was caused not by a ferment but by the attrition of the particles of the blood during circulation, in the course of which they collided with the vascular walls and with each other. It was therefore dependent upon the motion of the heart. As in much of Pitcairne's work, the underlying metaphor came from astronomy: the heart causes life-evidenced in vital heat-by its beat, as the sun causes motion in the 33 Archibald Pitcairne, Elementa universe by means of its gravity. He drew an analogy between gravity and the heartbeat, not, as Newton had in 'De natura acidorum', between gravity and local, short-range attractions.36 Pitcairne derived function from structure; from the shape of the arteries, he determined that the vascular circulation defined life itself in his dissertation on 'The circulation of the blood in born animals and embrio's'.3 From function, he derived design. In the circulation of the blood and the motion of the heart he found evidence of divine intervention in a manner reminiscent of Newton's account of gravity; as we have seen, Pitcairne found the heartbeat and gravity analogous. No chemical, thermal, or mechanical reason could be found for the motion of the heart; neither ferments nor "animal heat" could produce its alternate systole and diastole. Therefore, he concluded, God must be directly responsible. The existence of circulation in the embryo substantiated his view that "No animal is ever produced mechanically".38 Newton's explanation of planetary motion in his 1693 letters to Richard Bentley was similar: "So then Gravity may put the Planets into Motion, but without the divine Power it could never put them into such a circulating Motion as they have about the Sun; and therefore, for this, as well as other Reasons, I am compelled to ascribe the Frame of this System to an intelligent Agent."39 Although Pitcairne was probably not acquainted with these letters, he could have read Bentley's Boyle lectures, the last of which, published in May 1693, expounded the same theme. Since Pitcairne mentioned neither Bentley nor Newton in this regard, this is only surmise. But a year later he wrote to his friend Robert Gray, "I have desired Gregorie to procure me a scheme of Mr Newton's divine thoughts (I hope yee'l not laugh) that I may write a demonstration for our religion: but this will be a tale of two drinks. I am confident tho that better things may be said to that purposs than hitherto has been said." He added in a postscript, "I am serious in seeking ane account of Mr Newtons thoughts anent differences in religion, for I am truly resolved to doe something that way." Gray might well have found the idea ofthe high-church Jacobite Pitcairne seeking religious wisdom from the low-church Whig Newton rather laughable. Pitcairne's "demonstration", if he wrote it, has not survived.40
Had Pitcairne adhered strictly in his works to his own dictum-that only mathematical statements are possible about invisible entities-he could not have said anything about actual animal structure or function, indeed, about medicine. In fact, he said quite a lot about medicine. But, particularly in his Leiden medical lectures (rather than the "dissertations"), he rarely ventured beyond the iatromechanics of Bellini. a completely new system of "iatromathematics", a difficulty which he fully recognized. Bellinian explanations, of which he was often critical, were the nearest he could approach to a Newtonian, fully mathematized physiology of forces analogous to gravity. Pitcairne faced the same problems as had Newton concerning the theory of matter, and indeed they were dealing with different aspects of the same problem, the application of the established laws of the macrocosm to the microcosm. Both men took it for granted that the one was analogous to the other, but atoms could not be observed as planets could. In 'De natura acidorum', the very general statements Newton made about the submicroscopic world could not be pressed beyond the most elementary level without flying off into remote speculation.
Pitcairne's intellectual dilemma is evident in the pages of his dissertations; he believed that Newton's "mathematical way" was the correct road to iatromechanics today, it remained the idiom for thinking about physiology until well into the eighteenth century. Pitcairne's understanding of Newton was much more sophisticated than Brown-who does not mention 'De natura acidorum'-allows; and it is in 'De natura acidorum' and Newton's concept of short-range attraction that we find the key to the possibility of a Newtonian medicine. Pitcairne concluded, however, that the door which this key unlocked was not yet to be found.
Nonetheless, much as the Italian iatromechanists had inspired his own work, Pitcairne served as inspiration for a new generation of physicians in Britain. He left Leiden in the summer of 1693 never to return, for reasons which remain unknown.45
During his short sojoum there, he left a deep impression on a number of students. Several of these men, including George Cheyne, William Cockburn, and Richard Mead, were his pupils in Leiden; others, such as James Keill and John Freind, learned of him through David Gregory. These men in turn attempted, with varying success, to apply Newtonian principles to medical theory. Their movement grew in strength after the turn of the eighteenth century, when Newton left Cambridge for London, became president of the Royal Society, and divulged some of his thoughts on the theory of matter in the Opticks. A period of great activity, culminating in James Keill's 1708 Account ofanimal secretion, saw the publication of more than twenty books and papers by members of this group, and they benefited both socially and financially from their association with Newton.46 Pitcairne, however, persisted in his contention that a theory of physiology based on the concept of short-range attraction remained wholly speculative, and he castigated Keill's work as "word for word Bellini's if yee'l put the word Cohaesion for Attraction" 47 Was Pitcairne a Newtonian? In his close attention to Newton's method, ideas of causality, and theory of matter Pitcairne showed himself more closely acquainted with used Newtonian ideas and arguments, if not wholly Newtonian accounts, to explain such functions as secretion. In so doing he introduced these ideas, in a medical context, to an entire generation of physicians,52 among them Herman Boerhaave. Yet in comparison, for example, to the works of his friend David Gregory, his works seem only marginally Newtonian, an attempt to wedge traditional medicine into a Procrustean bed of physical science. As I have argued, he recognized this difficulty. Pitcairne nonetheless thought of himself as a disciple of Newton, and knowledgeable contemporaries, including, apparently, Newton himself, concurred in this estimation.
